
Mine Reclamation

SUPPLIES

•Cardboard box
•Moss
•Dirt
•Sand
•Rocks
•Seeds
•Coal
•Packing tape
•Plastic Bag
•Printable
•Spoon and knife

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Gather all of your supplies.

2. Cut open your box (see diagram below). 



3. Tape around all of the corners. 

4. With a marker, draw a circle shape in the 
corner and right the word coal inside. 

5. Place the plastic bag the kit came in at the 
bottom of the box and tape it to each side. 



6. Place the folded printable overtop of the 
back of the box. 

7. Now we can start adding our sedimentary 
layers, starting with shale. Grab your bag of 
rocks and place them in the opposite corner 
from the coal corner. 

8. Next is sandstone. With the bag of sand, 
add a bit of water and mix. Pour half over the 
rocks and smooth with your spoon. 

9. Next is the coal seam. Take the bag of 
coal and dump it on top of the sandstone. 
Smooth out with the spoon. 



10. Add the rest of the sandstone on top. 

11. Take the air dry clay. Using your fingers, 
flatten it out to make ‘plates’ of clay overtop 
of the sandstone. Cover the whole area, 
smoothing all of the clay down. 

12. Place the peat moss pucks into water 
and let the grow until then are soft in the 
middle. Remove the mesh wrapper and cover 
the clay with this soil. 

 



15. Pour the coal resin mixture into your 
silicone mold. Let it set for 24 hours. 

16. Finally, take the moss and spread it out 
over the soil. This will be the top vegetation. 

17. Flip the printable at the back to the coal 
mining scene. It’s time to mine coal! 
After the area has been approved for a future 
coal mine, the area is logged. Remove all of 
your vegetation. 

18. The top soil is removed in the area where 
the mine is going to be. Put a portion of your 
soil into a pile. 



19. Begin mining by removing bit of the clay 
to expose the sandstone and coal below. 
Place all of the coal you mine into the coal 
corner. Don’t worry if you get shale in your 
coal. That will be sorted later. Continue to 
mine the coal until you get about half way 
through your seam. 

20. Coal mines can never mine all of the coal 
in a seam. Sometimes it becomes too costly 
or difficult to reach. Mining coal is a very 
messy job. Coal dust ends up everywhere in 
the mine, just like in your diorama. With your 
spoon, remove all of the rocks for your coal. 

21. Begin the reclamation process. Start by 
removing your layer of shale. 



22. Add the sandstone, clay and soil. While 
you can get the earth to look similar to what 
it looked like the beginning, it will never be 

the same after coal has been mined in that 
area. 

23. Add the seeds to the top of your dirt. In 
the reclamation process, trees and plants 
and planted to help nature return to the area. 
Water your seeds. 

24. Place the moss back on top. The original 
trees that were harvested from this area 
would have been sold to logging companies 
and can never return. New trees and plants 
will eventually grow back in your mine. 



25. Water your grass everyday. Reclamation 
can take decades if done properly. You will 
need to monitor your mine over the next few 
weeks to make sure the plants you planted 
grow. Once the grass gets tall enough, you 
can switch your background back to the 
mountain scene as this mine has been 
successful reclaimed. 

TIP: What can you do with the coal?
You can make art with it! Mix the coal with 
clear acrylic medium or a simple clear craft 
glue and paint a picture with it!


